Introduction
Study of the rotational Zeeman effect of dia magnetic molecules has led to valuable information on electronic ground state properties such as the molecular electric quadrupole moments and the direction of the molecular electric dipole moments [1] [2] [3] . Actually both, the quadrupole moments and the dipole moments are not obtained directly from the Zeeman spectra, but are calculated from the measured diagonal elements of the molecular (7-tensor, from the anisotropies of the magnetic susceptibility tensor, and from the rotational con stants by use of the theoretical expressions for these molecular parameters. Since the theoretical expressions were only derived within the rigid rotor model [4] [5] [6] , the vast m ajority of molecules whose rotational Zeeman effect has been studied so far are molecules with a sufficiently deep and sharp potential well a t the equilibrium configuration, so as to make the rigid nuclear frame model a fairly good approximation to the real molecule -a t least as fast as rotational spectroscopy is concerned.
One prominent class of molecules for which the rigid rotor approximation fails are molecules show ing low barrier internal rotations [7, 8] . In such molecules an additional magnetic moment, asso-ciated with the internal rotation, has to be accounted for. This effect is most pronounced in molecules with low barrier methyl top internal rotation, since the rotational electric currents associated with a given internal angular momentum of the light methyl top lead to comparatively big magnetic moments. These are typically on the order of one nuclear magneton, i.e. more than one order of magnitude larger than those associated with the overall rotation of the molecule. Nitromethane, CH3NO2, and Methylbortrifluoride, CH3B F 2, may serve as examples.
In the following we present a derivation of the effective Zeeman rotorsional Hamiltonian for molecules with low barrier methyl top internal rotation. The derivation leads to theoretical expressions for the g-and ^-tensor elements etc. and it makes it possible to extract the molecular electric quadrupole moments etc. from the Zeeman data also for this class of molecules.
Since the Hamiltonian, including electronic motion, has essentially been derived in an earlier publication [9] , we will only briefly sketch its derivation in the first section. The main emphasis of the present paper will be on the perturbation treatm ent within the electronic states which leads to the " effective rotorsional H am iltonian" and to the theoretical expressions for the (/-tensor elements and other molecular param eters determined by microwave spectroscopy. Since ^a , the operator corresponding to the torsional angular momentum, also acts on the electronic wavefunctions, the perturbation treatm ent is slightly more complicated than in the rigid rotor case. In the final section we will also present a detailed discussion of the symmetry properties of the molecular parameters with respsct to internal rotation. As most low barrier molecules investigated so far do possess a molecular frame with C2V symmetry, the equations will be specialized to this case.
II. Derivation of the Hamiltonian within the Rigid
Top/Rigid Frame Model
Our derivation of the Hamiltonian closely follows the line of thought already used in the case of rigid rotor molecules [10] .
Starting point is the classical Lagrangian for an ensemble of charged particles in an exterior magnetic field.
W ithin this classical Lagrangian we neglect all intramolecular magnetic interactions as compared to the magnetic interactions with the strong exterior field. (Their inclusion would lead to the expressions for the spin-rotation coupling tensor and for the nuclear shielding tensor which in most cases are only of minor importance for the study of rotational Zeeman-effect splittings.) W ith these neglections the classical Lagrangian takes the form given in Equation (1) [11] . In the second step we introduce the rigid top rigid frame approximation together with a molec ular coordinate system attached to the nuclear frame now assumed to be rigid. In other words: we describe the molecular system using a reduced number of variables, i.e. generalized coordinates, which implicitly account for the constraints imposed on the nuclear motion by the rigid top/rigid frame model. Equation (1) is then rewritten using these generalized coordinates, qk, and we obtain the classical Hamiltonian as
with pic -d^ldq/c the momenta conjugated to the generalized coordinates qk. In Eq. (2) the coefficients gik which enter into the expression for the kinetic energy may depend on the generalized coordinates. V (q^) stands for the potential energy.
In the final step we perform the translation to quantum mechanics by replacing the momenta, p k , by the corresponding differential operators Although it has been shown th a t the above described procedure of introducing constraints may lead to results which differ from those which would be obtained from the complete Hamiltonian when going to the limit of infinitely sharp and deep potential wells corresponding to the constraints introduced by the model [13] , we believe that, as far as rotational spectroscopy is concerned, the results obtained from the so derived Hamiltonian will be correct.
As molecular coordinate system we choose the principal interia axes system of the nuclear frame (see Figure 1) . Following the standard notation the unit vector pointing into the direction of the axis of least moment of intertia is designated by ea the unit vector pointing into the direction of the axis of greatest moment of intertia is designated by ec. If the symmetry axis of the top (which is assumed to have a t least C3V symmetry) coincides with its internal rotation axis, as we will assume throughout this paper, the orientation of the so defined molec ular coordinates system does not depend on the internal rotation angle a. Quite in general however, due to the overall rotation of the molecules, the molecular axes will change their orientation with time and the time derivatives of the basis vectors ea , e<, and ec may be written a s :
where CO = ^ COy Gy 7 is the instantaneous angular velocity associated with the overall rotation. The transform ation to generalized coordinates is now performed by using the coordinates of the nuclear center of mass and coordinates with respect to the nuclear principal axes system to rewrite Equation (1) .
For the position vectors we have (see Figure 1 ): i) electrons:
ii) nuclei:
For the velocities we g e t:
i) electrons:
dR£/dt = x0 ex -\-yo ey -f z0 «z + ä£ ea + b£ eb + c£ ec = 4" ve 4" ae 4" "I-ce 4-to X r£ (7)
(i?£ -velocity of e-th electron relative to the rigid nuclear fram e);
ii) nuclei of the fram e:
iii) nuclei of the to p :
In Eq. (9) A is the unit vector pointing into the direction of the internal rotation axis and pV t is the vector pointing from the center of mass of the top to the r t-th nucleus of the top (in Fig. 1 the vector A coincides with ea). Insertion of Eqs. (5) through (9) into Eq. (1) leads to the Lagrangian as expressed by the electron coordinates and -velocities y£, y£ (y = a, b, c), by the angular velocities, ojy, and by the X-, Y-, and Z-components of the velocity of potential of the exterior magnetic field, may be the nuclear center of mass, Xo, Yo ,Zq (actually the eliminated by a suitable gauge transformation orientational dependence of the Lagrangian should [15] [16] [17] . From the so derived Lagrangian for the be expressed by using the Eulerian angles and their rigid frame-rigid top model, the routine procedure time derivatives, but it may be shown, th a t the use sketched above leads to the final Hamiltonian which of the ojy also leads to the correct result [14] 
components of the overall angular momentum (see also Ref. [14] ). As compared to the Hamiltonian derived earlier [19] we have assumed C2v symmetry of the nuclear frame with the twofold axis coinciding with the (lOf) internal rotation axis and pointing in the direction of the a-principal inertia axis. This simply reduces some off diagonal elements in the matrices to zero and makes the results directly applicable to most low barrier molecules investigated so far. F urther more no distinction is made between electrons associated with the top and electrons associated with the frame. All electrons are referred to the frame. The translational Zeeman effect [20] (10f), -p t -( F 0 x H)/c, has also been included. I t is of considerable importance for E-species rotational transitions, quite similar to the situation en countered for symmetric top molecules [21] . The exterior field is assumed to point into the Z-direction.
III. Derivation of the Effective Rotorsional
Hamiltonian by a Second Order Perturbation within the Electronic States
Since the spacing of the electronic energy levels is large as compared to th at of the torsional levels and even more to th at of the rotational levels, it is in general not necessary to use the full Hamiltonian as given in Eq. (10), if one is interested in the analysis of rotational spectra. Instead, a second order perturbation treatm ent within the electronic states, i.e. a Van Vleck transformation [22, 23] will usually lead to an effective torsio-rotational Hamiltonian which corresponds to Eq. (10) with a sufficient degree of accuracy as long as only rotational spectroscopy is concerned. In this effective Hamiltonian only four degrees of freedom are retained, three for the overall rotation and one for the internal rotation of the top. The special electronic state under consideration -in our case the electronic ground state -enters implicity via a number of molecular parameters such as for instance the elements of the ^-tensor and of the susceptibility tensor whose theoretical expressions include electronic ground state expectation values and (or) electronic perturbation sums and whose numerical values may be determined experimentally by a fit to the observed spectra.
Before entering into the perturbation treatm ent we will first write down the expected structure of the effective Hamiltonian as it may be anticipated from rather general physical arguments. This For the kinetic energy (a) we expect a quadratic form in the four angular momenta 0 > a = ht/a , SPb -$ b} 3Pc = ^$ c and &a . -hflxThus we expect an expression of the form given in Eq. (11a) with a generalized four by four "rotational constants m atrix" rather than the standard three by three m atrix encountered in the rigid rotor case. For the orientational energy of the rotational magnetic moment we expect an expres sion as given in Eq. (11c) where a three by four ^-matrix accounts for the fact that, depending on the special geometry of the molecule, the rotational a-, b-and c-magnetic moments may include con tributions due to all four angular momenta i.e. to a > ß b > efc and , / a • In order to make this Zeeman effect contribution Hermitian, we expect it to be split into two parts given in Eqs. (11c') and (11c").
For the field induced " second order" Zeeman effect ( lid ) and the translational Zeeman effect (11 e) there is no reason to expect a form different from the one already encountered in the case of rigid motor molecules. Quite general however the matrix elements of the G-, g-and ^-matrices as well as those for the electric dipole moment entering into Eq. (11) m ay depend on the internal rotation angle a. We will discuss the general features of this a-dependence later in Sect. IV of this paper.
with jun = e ^/2 mp c = nuclear magneton.
In Eq. (11) complex conjugate quantities are expectation value). Vo with y-and 2-components indicated by an asterisk, [x^ is the effective Voy and Voz, the translational velocity of the molecular electric dipole moment (ground state molecule, will be treated classically.
We will now show th a t the formulas obtained from a Van Vleck transform ation aiming a t the electronic ground state may indeed be cast into a form as given by Equation (11) .
To this end we will first define the wavefunctions which we intend to use as a basis to set up the Hamiltonian m atrix corresponding to Equation (10).
We first assume th at the solutions of the electronic Schrödinger-Equation ("infinite nuclear mass ap proximation" ) Eq. (10 a) are known for each value of a (at least in principle). We write them as: 
, cm = coordinates of the nuclei of the top (assumed to be set up by three nuclei only).
Fcoui, nuci(a) = Coulomb repulsion energy of the nuclear configuration.
In accordance to our basic assumption th a t we are dealing only with low barrier molecules, the a-dependence of the electronic eigenvalues may be assumed to be weak and we split them into a constant, En, and a small a-dependent term, en{oC ). As En we define the average eigenvalue averaged over one full revolution of the to p :
We now assume the Hamiltonian m atrix to be set up within a set of basis functions constructed from products of the electronic wavefunctions, (pn, depending on the electronic coordinates and -"param etrically" -on the internal rotation angle a; of symmetric top wavefunctions, xpjkm{0 , 0 , x)> depending on the Eulerian angles 0, 0, % and of the eigenfunctions of the free internal rotor eima/j/27j (m integer). To avoid too clumsy writing, we reduce the number of subscripts used to charac terize the basisfunctions to tw o ; one, n, to indicate the electronic wavefunctions, and a second, j, to indicate the rotorsional wavefunctions, and we introduce the following shorthand notation:
> We assume the corresponding Hamiltonian m atrix to be broken up into a sum of two matrices resulting from a zeroth order Hamiltonian, Jf?o, and a perturbation, \ < j I < » I J f I » ' ) I r > = < j I < » I J T o I n ' > I r > + <j\<n\S°\n'y\fy.
As zeroth order Hamiltonian we essentially take the electronic Hamiltonian but we eliminate all a-dependence from its eigenvalues by defining =
n where &n stands for the projection operator defined by:
This simplifies the further discussion (the electronic eigenfunctions are the same for Jfo and J f ' ei-) The perturbation operator stands for the contribu tions given by Eqs. If we now retain only the leading terms of the Van Vleck expansion, the m atrix elements of the effective rotorsional Hamiltonian take the follow ing form :
V T <?i<q| y \ »"> m < r I <" " I y I q> i r>
in order to emphasize that, due to the a-dependence of the electronic wavefunctions, the integration over the electron coordinates has to be carried out prior to the integration over the torsional angle a.) As is indicated by writing the left hand side of Eq. (17) as the theoretical expressions for the G-, g-and ^-m atrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. (11) are contained in the right hand side of Equation (17).
At first sight, due to the rather complicated structure of the operator Sf, the great number of different perturbation contributions arising at the right hand side may appear prohibitive, but order of magnitude considerations and symmetry argu ments may be used to largely reduce their number. Since these considerations are essentially the same as in the rigid rotor case, we will not repeat them here. The reader is referred to Chapt. IV, p. 173 in Ref. [3] .
However, due to the fact th a t = % 0 0a operates on both, the torsional functions eimix/|/2 tt and the param etrically a-dependent electronic wavefunctions (pn{< x\ ...; a£, be, ce, ...) (see Fig. 2 ) the extraction of the G-, g-and ^-m atrix elements from the right hand side of Eq. (17) is not quite as straightforw ard as in the rigid rotor case. R ather the right hand side needs some rearrangements and manipulations before it can be compared directly to Equation (11) .
In order to save printing space we will describe the essential features of the perturbation treatm ent and the necessary subsequent manipulations by considering only the following p art of the complete H am iltonian:
includes the complete electronic Hamiltonian (10a) as well as parts of (10b) and (10d). <01 la | n) <n\le\0y 
£
We will begin the treatm ent of Eq. (18) by considering the first order elements of the perturba tion i.e. <0 | <01 10> | ?'). Second we will look a t those second order contributions which are linear in the magnetic field Hz and thus contribute to the ^/-matrix. Third we will have to rearrange the obtained expressions so as to cast the result into a form equivalent to the phaenomenological H am iltonian Equation (11) . After completion of this perturbation treatm ent for J f 'p, the extension to the complete Hamiltonian is straightforward and m ay be left to the reader.
A complete listing of the resulting G-, g-and X -m atrix elements is given in Tables 1, 2 
First Order Contributions
Since the operator P a = H 0 0a acts on | jy = yjKM{@, 0 , % ) eimcciy2 ji as well as on 1/1-) = <pn (a; ...; ae, bs, ce, ...), it is convenient to break it up into two p a rts :
where is supposed to operate on the rotorsional functions only and where is supposed to operate on the "electronic" wavefunctions only.
We further note two relations:
where 10) denotes the electronic ground state and where the integration goes over the electron coordinates only. The first relation follows from the fact th at the electronic ground state is nondegenerate and th a t / a is a pure imaginary hermitian operator with respect to the electronic wavefunctions. The second follows from the fact th a t the electronic wave functions are normalized to one for every value of the torsional angle: Again the fact th a t (pn is nondegenerate was used (otherwise the only conclusion th a t could be drawn 0 would be th a t the real p art of <0 | | 0) were zero). From Eqs. (18), (20) and (21), if inserted into (17), the first order contributions follow as: If we assume th at the electronic ground state expectation values for the squares of the angular momentum operators m ay be on the order of 10/i2 the absolute value of the contributions due to (22 c) might be on the order of 100 cal/mole. Its a-dependent part however will be considerably smaller, so th a t we believe th a t the effective barrier is still essentially given by ew(a), the a-dependent p art of the electronic eigenvalue.
Second Order Contributions
From the second order perturbation sums, Eq. (17), one gets contributions which are linear in the magnetic field and others which are quadratic. The first correspond to contributions due to the gr-matrix of the effective rotorsional Hamiltonian, the latter to contributions due to the molecular susceptibility tensor. For the simplified Hamiltonian J f 'p (see Eq. (18)) there is only one second order contribution which is quadratic in Hz. I t is given by Equation (23).
excited stages 
ti" Eo -En"
(compare Table 2 ). 
In the step from (23a) to (23b) use is made of the relation:
2 a I I cos a I n"y I a" I (n" I cos a I I i'y j"
(completeness of the eim "-Basis with respect to all functions periodic in a), and of the fact th at [cosaZ] does not operate on the electronic wavefunctions and may thus be pulled out of the m atrix elements <01 [la cos aZ] | n"y and <n" | [/a cos aZ] | 0). We note th a t the expression for the paramagnetic susceptibility y^a defined by Eq. (24) is the same as in the rigid rotor case. The only difference is th a t Xaa is no more to be regarded as a constant molecular parameter, but as a function of the to r sional angle a. We now turn to the second order contributions which are linear in the magnetic field strength. 
Z -----------------------------Ü------7 7 T --------------------------------(25-5)
n"> j" .1) and (25.1') already have the structure functions ge Ja does depend on the torsional angle a, required for immediate transscription into a con-at least in principle). tribution to the effective rotorsional Hamiltonian i n part s (25.2) through (25.5) it is not so evident which im itates the complete Hamiltonian as far as th a t they m ay be rearranged so as to lead to the electronic ground state is concerned. They are Herm itian contributions to an effective rotorsional Hamiltonian such as given by Equation (11). The H 0 reason is th a t they include the operator = --ri 0a which cannot be simply shifted to the front or rear of the sums running over the excited electronic states without introducing the appropriate correc tions. In (25.2) it is the first sum which needs special consideration. If we shift 2Pa in front of the a-dependent electronic m atrixelement < 0 |4 |w "> (where it should be positioned in the effective equivalent to the j, j'-matrixelements of While Eq. (27.1) leads to a contribution to the aa-elem ent of the molecular gr-matrix (see Table 2 ), the contribution arising from Eq. (27.2) vanishes for molecules with nondegenerate electronic states for which it is purely imaginary and is compensated by its complex conjugate in Equation (27). Finally we turn to parts (25.4) and (25.5) . In ( 25.4) it is again the first sum in which the torsional operator can not be shifted in front of the a-dependent m atrix element <(01 | n"} without a correction:
In this case the correction combines via Eq. (A.3) with the leading sum in (25.5) such th a t (25.4) and (25.5) together may be arranged to give:
, ^ <o|^«<">|»"X»"|4|o> r (29) with
+ <J -----------w------si--------------
Eq -E n" (see Table 2 ).
If one looks a t the complete set of theoretical expressions thus obtained for the molecular gr-values (Table 2) , and molecular susceptibilities (Table 3) , and if one compares the results with those obtained for rigid rotor molecules, it is evident th a t for molecules with internal rotation the theoretical expressions for the molecular electric quadrupole moments, for the paramagnetic susceptibilities, for the anisotropies of the second moments of the electron charge distribution, and for the electric dipole moment [24] m ay be obtained from the corresponding rigid rotor formulae if only gaaIaa in the latter is replaced by gaalaa^r 9a< xIaL-(For convenience of the reader the rigid rotor expressions are listed in Table 4 .) We recall th a t symmetry of the frame was assumed in our derivation, with the internal rotation axis coinciding with the molecular a-axis. We also note th a t in the analysis of the Zeeman data it will be a resonable approxi m ation to neglect the electronic contributions to the " '
{yv +yv ] etc., and to use as moments of inertia those obtained in the standard way from the analysis of the torsional fine structure in the zero field rotational spectrum. If one wants to go beyond this approxi mation, one should include the zero point vibrations in the treatm ent. Their neglection is probably more serious than the neglection of the electronic perturbation sums in the theoretical expressions for the rotational constants. Problems encountered in the determination of the sign of the electric dipole moment in rigid rotor molecules strongly point into this direction [25] .
IV. The a-Dependence of the Molecular Parameters in the Effective Rotorsional Hamiltonian
For the analysis of observed Zeeman spectra of low barrier molecules it is essential to know some general features of the a-dependence of the molec ular parameters. To investigate those, we have to resort to the theoretical expressions given in Tables 1 ,2 , and 3. Since all theoretical expressions involve electronic expectation values and (or) perturbation sums, we will first study some sym metries which relate the electronic Schrödinger equations, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for certain distinct a-positions. In the course of this discussion we will use the language of group theory, but we note th a t the "symmetry opera tions" used will not be sym m etry operations of an electronic Hamiltonian in the usual sense, but will relate the electronic Hamiltonians for different nuclear configurations. As in the previous sections we assume the rigid top rigid frame model to be valid. We further assume C3V-symmetry for tl e top and C2v-symmetry for the frame. Then the a-dependence of the molecular param eters derives from the following two facts.
1.
Due to the C3V-symmetry of the top, the nuclear configuration is reproduced by every 2;r/3 revolution of the top about its sym m etry axis. Thus, in principle, all molecular param eters may be expanded into Fourier series with period 2 tt/3 : OO / (a) = a 0 + 2 Un cos n a) ft = 1 OO -f 2 bn sin (3 n a) (31) ft = 1 (/(a) = shorthand for the molecular param eter under consideration).
2.
The C2v-symmetry of the frame puts further restraints on the Fourier expansions, so th a tdepending on the individual molecular param eter under consideration -some of the expansion coefficients in Eq. (31) necessarily vanish. In what follows we will study this point in more detail.
To start with we note th at the change of the torsional angle from a value a to the three values a + T T or -a or -a + jr leads to nuclear con figurations, which in a certain sense are equivalent to the original configuration (see Figure 3) . To be more specific, the three new configurations m ight also have been generated from the original one by a C2a-rotation of the nuclear frame about the a-axis, by a (non feasible) reflection at the aft-plane, and by a (equally nonfeasible) reflection at the ac-plane respectively. (It is only charge and position of the nuclei th a t counts in the electronic Schrödinger equation.) As a result the electronic Schrödinger equations for the nuclear configurations described by the above a-values may be transformed into each other by application of the corresponding transformations now acting only on the electronic coordinates i. for the a + n nuclear configuration, and, since apart from the accidental degeneracies the electronic states are nondegenerate due to the low symmetry of the nuclear frame, the operation generates a one to one relationship between the electronic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for torsional angles a and a -f n :
9?"(a + n ; a e , bE, ce,
.) . (38)
In (38) we have, as a safety measure, introduced a phase factor p n,c2 a (|Pn,c2a \ -^)> to guarantee th at the above defined < p n(o(.-\-n; ae, bE, ce, ...) be identical with the one th a t would be obtained if the torsional angle were continuously changed from a to Since the phase factors drop out in the expectation values and perturbation sums (see below) we need not to discuss them further in this context.
In a similar manner the operations \ and generate the following relations: Since the relations (37) through (42) 
Insertion into the integral expression for the matrix elements and application of the transformation mfb (Eq. (33)) then finally leads to:
In the same way the other operators and other equivalent a-positions may be treated. In each case -ap art from the phase factors -the m atrix elements taken for the three other a-values, if compared to the m atrix element calculated for the original a-value, do induce a representation of group C2V which is typical for the operator under consideration. The result is listed in Table 5 . Since in the expectation values and perturbation sums the phase factors are always paired with their complex conjugates, they are of no further interest and have been neglected in Table 5 .
The theoretical expressions, Table 5 , and Table 6 , in which the sym m etry species of the product representations of group C2v are listed may nowr be used to derive which of the irreducible representa tions of C2v are generated by the different molecular parameters if they are compared for the four equivalent a-positions (i.e. if the operations 4/t1b and m%. are applied to them). The result is given in Table 7 . Since the same representation must be generated by the Fourier expansion Eq. (31), the latter must be restricted to either one of the four symmetrized forms, which may be easily obtained by the use of projection operators [26 Thus for instance the above considerations show, th a t gbb which according to Table 5 induces the representation A\, must be expanded as given by Eq. (52), while gab, which induces the representa tion B \ , must be expanded according to Eq. (54) etc.
For molecules with a very low barrier to internal rotation one may expect th a t not only the electronic ground state energy, but also all other molecular parameters show negligible a-dependence. If this were true, only those molecular param eters which generate the unit representation, A\, should be of practical importance, since only they have a con stant, non a-dependent, term. Our experimental data for three isotopic species of Nitromethane, H 3C15N 0 2, H 3C14N 0 2, D 3C14N 0 2 and for H 3C11B F 2 indeed rend some credit to the above expectation, since they give no evidence for measurable con tributions from non constant terms in the Fourier series. 
Appendix

Relations between electronic (n | | n'y-matrix elements involving
During the rearrangem ent process of the Van Vleck perturbation sums several relations between (111 J n'}-matrixelements were used which may be At the right hand side we split .^a formally into an operator acting only on the electronic part of interchanging the sequence of differentiation with the wavefunctions and an operator SPaW ) acting only respect to a and integration over the electron on h© t )rsio-rotational part of th e wavefunctions. 
